This article focuses on the debate about mind-body concepts in early China in order to demonstrate the usefulness of large-scale, automated textual analysis techniques for scholars of religion. As previous scholarship has argued, traditional, "close" textual reading, as well as more recent, human-coder-based analyses, of early Chinese texts have called into question the "strong" holist position, or the claim that the early Chinese made no qualitative distinction between mind and body. In a series of follow-up studies, we show how three different machine-based techniques-word collocation, hierarchical clustering and topic modeling analysis-provide convergent evidence that the authors of early Chinese texts viewed the mind-body relationship as unique or problematic. We conclude with reflections on the advantages of adding "distant reading" techniques to the methodological arsenal of scholars of religion, as a supplement and aid to traditional, close reading.
the self. The body-which, for the early Chinese, includes the organs other than the xin ("heart-mind")-is something one can possess, or lose, but the mind/xin is central to one's identity and sense of self.
In addition to this more traditional evidence against the strong mind-body holist position, several years ago the results of a methodologically novel, team-based coding project (Slingerland and Chudek 2011) bolstered the evidence typically presented in such arguments with more quantitative data. This study utilized human coders to analyze passages containing the keyword xin 心 in a corpus of pre-Qin (pre-221 BCE) texts, characterizing the functions of xin and how xin -body relations are characterized. It was found that xin was frequently contrasted with the body, significantly more than any other organ in the body, a contrast that grew stronger over time. With regard to the function of xin, coders judged that, although xin seems to encompass both emotional and cognitive functions (and rarely refers to the actual physical organ in the body), by the Early Warring States (c. 5 th century BCE), cognitive functions outnumber emotional functions by 80% to 10%, a pattern that remained stable through the Late Warring States period.
A critique of this study by (Klein and Klein 2011) included charges that the study was biased by drawing a large proportion of its pre-Warring States (before 5 th century BCE) sample from a single text, the Book of Odes, a collection of poetry one would expect to contain an unusually high number of emotion words. Another concern voiced about the study is that a large proportion of the texts analyzed could be classed as philosophical works, which might exaggerate how much xin is portrayed as possessing cognitive functions. A final and more pervasive worry expressed by Klein and Klein and other critics concerns the degree to which human coders, making qualitative judgments of a given passage's meaning, might have their judgments skewed by prior assumptions or philosophical prejudices.
Machine-Assisted Approaches to Religious and Philosophical Text Analysis
Here we present a series of studies that respond to these and other critiques by applying machine-assisted, large-scale textual analysis techniques to a radicallyexpanded textual corpus. The immediate, and more narrow, purpose is to explore conceptions of mind and body in early China. More broadly, however, we wish to demonstrate to scholars of religion the value of supplementing our traditional close reading practices with various techniques for "distant reading" (Moretti 2013) or computer-aided analysis of texts (Rockwell and Sinclair 2016) . There are a host of new methodologies for navigating massive textual corpora that have been available to scholars of religion for some time now-in some cases, a decade or two-but that remain surprisingly underutilized.
It is a sign of how conservative academic disciplines are that the manner in which scholars marshal supporting textual evidence has not changed much in the last millennium or two, despite the availability of entirely unprecedented digital tools. The
Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG; http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/) has been available to scholars of ancient Greece since the 1970s. For sinologists, the vast majority of the received corpus of traditional Chinese texts is available for free, online, in easily searchable form through a variety of sites. The Buddhist Canon, as represented in the full 85 volume Taishō Shinshū Daizōkyō 大正新脩大藏經 (http://21dzk.l.utokyo.ac.jp/SAT/index_en.html), is now available in searchable, on-line form, and similar resources are available for other religious and philosophical traditions around the world.
Nevertheless, to date, these digital corpora have tended to be used as merely glorified concordances-as more convenient versions of tools we already had. The unprecedented and exciting analytic strategies provided by these resources have rarely been explored in religious studies, though other fields, especially literary studies, have taken steps toward distant reading (Moretti 2007 (Moretti ), 2013 , algorithmic criticism (Ramsay 2011) , and text analysis through topic modeling (Jockers and Mimno 2013a) .
The present study takes advantage of a massive textual dataset composed of 96 texts totalling 5.7 million characters, compiled by Dr. Donald Sturgeon in the "Chinese
Text Project" (CTP; www.ctext.org), and freely available online. 2 The vast historical sweep of our corpus means we include texts from pre-Warring States (prior to 5 th century BCE) through the Warring States and Han Dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE), as well as a small number of post-Han texts dating up to the Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE) . 3 By increasing the number of texts we consider, we are able to meet concerns about corpus size, lack of genre diversification, and limited periodization. Our fully-automated information retrieval and analysis allows us to not only handle such a massive corpus but also respond to concerns about potential biases in human coders.
The textual analysis techniques we demonstrate below are obviously no substitute for traditional close readings of texts. Indeed, most of the results are incomprehensible without the interpretative skills of experts deeply familiar with the corpus in question. As we will see, however, the sort of high altitude, broad perspective on a corpus provided by these techniques can serve as an important check on our qualitative intuitions. Moreover, there may be certain types of questions-for instance, assessing the validity of claims about general trends or prevalent themes in a given corpus-that are best addressed through machine-assisted techniques coupled with statistical analysis. As we will try to demonstrate below, the great strength of distant reading is the ability to pick up trends or 2 We are grateful to Dr. Sturgeon, Postdoctoral Fellow in Chinese Digital Humanities and Social Sciences at the Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies, Harvard University, for permission to download the corpus in its entirety for purposes of analysis. The CTP also has some built-in analysis tools that can be extremely useful for scholars, and can be subscribed to for full download access. 3 See our online materials (http://www.hecc.ubc.ca/articles/jaar-supplementarymaterials/), Appendix 1, for a complete list of texts, with their Era and Genre tags, as well as a figure representing the distribution of genres. Because of controversies concerning precise dating of early Chinese texts, and well as concerns about some of the genre labels employed in CTP, none of this meta-data was employed in studies reported here except for the separating out of medical texts from all other genres in Study 2.
patterns in large quantities of data that may be invisible to individual human "close" readers.
METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND GOALS
In order to use a textual corpus, a certain amount of pre-processing is necessary.
We applied a stop-word list to the CTP, removing overly common function words and articles. 4 We also removed all punctuation apart from sentence-ending punctuation, the inclusion of which allowed us to use the sentence, a natural unit of semantic meaning, as our primary unit of analysis. Once the corpus was pre-processed in this manner, we explored it with a variety of analytical tools, as described below.
Strong mind-body holism attributes a broadly monist metaphysics to the authors of the classical Chinese texts in our corpus, according to which the mind and body share one and the same type of substance, and the xin (the most likely candidate to represent the concept of "mind") is in no way qualitatively distinct from the other organs in the body (Geaney 2002 , Ames 1993 , Jullien 2007 . We would expect that, if the authors of the texts in the CTP corpus tacitly endorsed strong mind-body holism, we would find xin behaving just like any other bodily organ term in proximity to the three most common words for "body" in classical Chinese (shen 身, xing 形, and ti 體).
It is important, in this regard, to distinguish implicit from explicit cognition. Work in various branches of the cognitive sciences has documented the "dual system" nature of human cognition (Kahneman 2011 , Evans 2008 . According to this model, the explicit, "cold," conscious aspect of the human mind rides upon a much larger, more powerful and pervasive implicit, "hot," mostly unconscious system. People are capable of entertaining and debating any number of propositions in their explicit systems. How many angels can 4 Our stop-word list is presented in Appendix 2 online, along with a discussion of some of the limitations of the list we employed and a general discussion of challenges involved in composing stop lists.
dance on the head of pin? If body and mind are two distinct ontological substances, how could they ever interact? As a growing literature on "theological correctness" in the cognitive science of religion has documented, however, explicit claims or endorsed beliefs do not necessarily reflect underlying beliefs and behavior. Hindus may assert in surveys that their gods are omniscient and omnipotent, while narrative judgment tasks reveal that they implicitly believe them to be subject to anthropomorphic limits (Barrett 1998) . Calvinists may profess to belief in predestination, but we still observe them praying on the weekends for God to favor their football team, and otherwise behaving in ways that suggest they believe their actions can change the future (Slone 2004) .
When it comes to mind-body dualism in early China, it is certainly the case that one can find explicit endorsements of the strong mind-body holist position. The
Confucian thinker Mencius famously remarked, in Mencius 6:A:7:
With regard to the mouth, all palates find the same things tasty; with regard to the ears, all find the same things pleasant to listen to; with regard to the eyes, all find the same things beautiful. Now, when it comes to the xin, is it somehow unique in lacking such common preferences? What is it, then, that minds share a preference for? I say that it is order and rightness. (Van Norden 2008, 151) This passage is frequently cited by defenders of strong mind-body holism as evidence that the early Chinese saw the xin as equivalent to the other organs. As Jane Geaney comments, the point of the analogy set up in Mencius 6:A:7, as well as similar statements in other texts such as the Xunzi, is that "the heartmind and the senses have certain things in common-they function on the same principles regarding space and time, and they share the tendency to prefer similar things. The fact that the senses serves as analogies for the heartmind makes it unlikely that they are radically different in nature" (Geaney 2002, 101) .
As Edward Slingerland has observed (2013, 19) , however, to draw this conclusion from passages such as 6:A:7 is to mistake an explicit claim for a background assumption. Mencius is making an argument, which he no doubt expects to be surprising or counterintuitive, that the xin has a natural "taste" in the same way that the other organs do. This would be a nonsensical or, at best, trivial statement to make if he, and his readers, implicitly and intuitively believed this to be true. If we are going to claim that mind-body dualism is completely foreign to the early Chinese worldview, we need to look at background assumptions as well as explicit rhetorical claims.
The fundamental hypothesis we put to the test in the studies reported below is that, whatever early Chinese thinkers might explicitly say about xin-body relations, an analysis of the overall patterns of language use will reveal that the xin was at least implicitly understood as being unlike any other organ, with a unique relationship to the physical body. Our basic assumption is that large-scale patterns of language use will tell us something about implicit cognition. Even if Mencius claims that the xin is the same as the other organs, if we find that he, and other early Chinese writers, habitually mention xin, and only xin (as opposed to the other organ terms), in relation to the body, this suggests that xin occupies a distinct cognitive space in the early Chinese mindset.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we undertake two collocation analysis studies, Studies 1 and 2, where we analyze the patterns of co-occurrence between various key terms in our corpus.
In Study 1, we analyze semantically uncontroversial pairs of terms in order to see if we can establish some semantic benchmarks-that is, determine whether or not particular collocation patterns correspond to particular semantic relationships such as contrastive pairs ("many"::"few") or part-whole ("wheel"::"cart"). In Study 2 we then present collocation data describing xin's relationship with the three body terms, as well as similar data describing other bodily organs' relationships with the body terms and some simple statistics that compare the two sets of data. The goal is not only to note differences between xin and the other organs, but also to see if any of the observed collocation patterns match the semantic benchmarks established in Study 1.
In Studies 3 and 4, we turn to "unsupervised" methods of textual analysis, which involve machine-learning techniques for processing and analyzing patterns in textual corpora (Jurafsky and Martin 2009); Miner et al. 2012) . Specifically, our paper uses two methods, hierarchical clustering and topic modeling. Hierarchical clustering is a form of unsupervised information retrieval used to extract structured information from unstructured data (Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze 2008) . Topic models are generative probabilistic models that seek out sets of words ("topics") that reliably travel together throughout either a document or a corpus of documents (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) .
A great advantage of unsupervised methods is that they make no assumptions about target terms of interest or size of word window for collocations, let alone about experimenters' potential hypotheses about the texts in question. They therefore provide a relatively objective measure of relationships between lexical items in the corpus.
Although they are methodologically quite distinct from collocation analysis, with both of these methods (hierarchical clustering and topic modeling analysis) we make the same have demonstrated that the word "Muslim" in the British press is rarely of a specifically religious nature, more frequently serving as a reference to either national or ethnic identity (Baker, Gabrielatos, and McEnery 2013) ; that "Muslim women" and cognate terms were primarily found in semantic clusters concerning war, violence, and victimhood (Al-Hejin 2015); and that certain keywords and conceptual dichotomies could be used to automatically and reliably distinguish extremist Islamic documents from more neutral content (Prentice, Rayson, and Taylor 2012) .
Methods for Statistical Analysis
There is a considerable amount of variation in the statistical measures used to measure collocation rates. This might be confusing to humanities scholars unfamiliar with statistics, and also provoke suspicions that authors of various studies are in the habit of picking the measure most likely to give them the answers they wanted. For this reason, before proceeding to a discussion of our studies, it is worthwhile to first discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the various statistical measures employed in large-scale textual analysis.
First, it is important to see that different collocational statistics are suitable for different research questions. Of the statistical tests developed by pioneers in the field of corpus linguistics, a handful are particularly relevant for our purposes. We are interested in the collocation of xin, other organ terms, and physical body terms within sentences.
The most widespread test statistic in corpus linguistics is mutual information (MI), an extended measure of collocational strength drawn from information theory. MI is calculated by dividing the observed frequency of a co-occurring word within a specific window by the expected frequency of a co-occurring word in that window, and taking the logarithm to base 2 of the result (Biber and Jones 2009, 1287) . 5 In other words, it measures the association strength between two words by comparing their probability of appearing together, while also considering their individual distributions (Church and Hanks 1990) . The result of this calculation offers a score that indicates the strength of the relationship between two terms, or between two sets of terms. Since MI compares the observed co-occurrence of two words to what would be expected at chance level-that is, if the words were independent-interpretation of MI is straightforward. A positive score indicates that the words are more strongly associated than chance would predict, a negative score indicates that they are anti-associated, and a score of zero indicates that the association is at chance level (Oakes 1998); Paperno et al. 2014) .
MI is good for tracking associations between words for which the joint probability distribution is similar to the words' individual probabilities distributions-that is, where the words in question are more or less equally common in the corpus. However, if one of the associated words occurs very infrequently in the overall corpus and the other frequently, the association is likely to be a product of chance. That is, MI scores for collocations involving rare words might be artificially high (Mautner 2007 ), Oakes 1998). When it comes to comparing xin to other organ terms, this is a particular worry.
Xin and the body terms are quite common in the corpus, whereas several of the organ terms we compare with xin appear only rarely, especially outside of the medical genre.
We employ several approaches to attempt to remedy this problem (Paperno et al. 2014; Dunning 1993) . First, Oakes recommends MI3, a measure that corrects for rare terms by cubing the normal MI measure-thereby making a small term that much smaller (Oakes 1998, 171-2) . We therefore report MI3 in our supplementary materials. In addition, we also report two measures that, in our view, do a better job of dealing with the potential distortions caused by rare words: the t-score and conditional probability.
Instead of measuring association strength, t-score estimates the confidence in two words being associated (Church et al. 1991) . T-scores are calculated by subtracting the expected frequency of a term (given its overall frequency in the corpus) in a given window relative to a target term from its actual frequency. Then the result is divided by the amount of variance in the frequency of the term in question relative to the average frequency of terms in the corpus. T-score solves the shortcoming of MI by adjusting the joint probability distribution according to the weight of individual terms within the corpus, in effect lowering the t-score for rare terms as compared to more common terms.
In terms of interpretation, t-score is similar to MI in that a positive score indicates an above chance level word association, a negative score indicates a negative association, and zero indicates independence between the words.
We also report conditional probability, which calculates the probability of the appearance of one word given the occurrence of another word. Conditional probability is calculated by multiplying the probability of the occurrence of word 1 given the occurrence of word 2 by the probability of the occurrence of word 2. Unlike other test statistics used in corpus linguistics, conditional probability is presented as a pair of values. This is because it is sensitive to asymmetries in word frequencies between, for example, the probability that the occurrence of the word of predicts the occurrence of the word course (a low probability, because of the ubiquity of "of") versus the probability that the occurrence of the word course predicts the occurrence of the word of (a high probability, because of the comparative infrequency of "course"). useful in our subsequent analysis of mind-body relations. These included scalar opposites (e.g., da 大 "big" :: xiao 小 "small"); complementary social relations (e.g., jun 君 "lord"
:: chen 臣 "minister"), cosmic forces (e.g., ri 日 "sun" :: yue 月 "moon") and physical distinctions (e.g., nei 內 "inside" :: wai 外 "outside"); pairs linked by endemic function (e.g., niao 鳥 "bird" :: fei 飛 "fly"); and pairs characterized by a part-whole relationship (e.g., che 車"cart" :: lun 輪 "wheel") (see Appendix 4 online for a full list). To these semantic pairs we added two control conditions, where the second character in the pair was replaced first by another word vaguely semantically-related to the target character, but not with the same sort of specific semantic relationship as the originally-paired word;
and then with a word semantically unrelated to the target character. In both control conditions, we picked substitution characters that matched as closely as possible the word frequency of the original character. Exploring these known semantic pairs, raw collocation counts were recorded for the sentence level and at the 10L10R (10 left, 10 right), 5L5R, 2L2R, and 1L1R windows. T-scores, conditional probability, MI and MI3
were calculated for each pair at these various windows.
Our full results are available in Appendix 5 online. When it came to our contrastive, functionally-related, and part-whole pairs, we found that, rather than clustering nearby the target character, we see a relatively even distribution of collocations from the sentence and 10L10R level down to the 1L1R level. This suggests that there is no obvious "sweet spot" for capturing semantically-significant collocations. That said, the differences between the target pair and the semantically-related and -unrelated pairs become somewhat starker at smaller windows, which may mean that windows such as 2L2R or 1L1R do a better job of capturing semantic relations, or may simply reflect the fact that our target pairs often appear together as set pairs in the early Chinese corpus.
The sentence, uniquely among our KWIC windows, reflects authorial or editorial decisions about semantic relatedness. It, therefore, has a kind of organic validity to it, and we accordingly have chosen to focus on this measure in our discussion here, concluding that we have the most confidence in drawing inferences about the psychology of authors when looking at co-occurrences of two terms within the same sentence, as opposed to within the same 100 word or 10 word string. When it comes to statistical measures, with the exception of the MI score (which was not surprising, for reasons discussed above), tscore, conditional probability, and MI3 measures all provided broadly similar results. We will therefore focus on the t-score at the sentence level, although all of the measures, at all of the various KWIC windows we employed, are available in Appendix 5 online.
The basic results are striking, with a representative sample presented in Table 1 . To begin with, our contrastive pairs all show higher t-scores than the control pairs. In most cases, we see a clear pattern where the contrastive pairs have very high tscores, with the scores falling off considerably for the semantically-related pairs and then further still for the semantically-unrelated pairs. This validates our prediction that semantically-related terms will have strong collocation patterns, with contrastive semantic relationships being the most powerful of all. We have included in the selected results one example, 6 moving from inside::outside to inside::city wall, where we do not get a sharp drop-off as we move from a contrastive pair to a semantically-related pair (although we do still get a drop). It is possible that "city wall," which our classical
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Chinese expert chose as a term likely to be related to "inside" (and conceptions of containment generally), was a poorly-chosen semantically-related control. In any case, this pair remains an outlier to our observed pattern.
Interestingly, the part-whole and endemic function 7 pairs also showed the same pattern as the contrastive pairs: a consistent fall-off moving from the target pair to the merely semantically-related and then the unrelated controls. This suggests that the strong signal we saw with the contrastive pairs may not be linked to that narrow semantic relationship, but might rather serve as a general signal of a specific, and well-defined, semantic relationship between two terms. In other words, we can imagine vaguely semantically related terms hovering around each other in the logical space of the text, kicking off the sort of middling t-scores that we see in the semantically-related control pairs. Pairs of terms with specific, and well-defined, semantic relationships exert a stronger attraction on one another, and therefore display dramatically higher t-scores. It is possible, then, that collocation measures, such as t-scores, can only tell us about the intensity or specificity of the semantic link between two terms, rather than the exact nature of that link. We will return to this topic again below when we look at collocation patterns for xin and the other organs.
One problem that we recognize in this pilot study is that we are cherry-picking our target and control pairs. An ideal assessment of the link between collocation and semantics would obtain collocation measures for all term pairs in the entire corpus, rank them in strength, and then turn to experts familiar with the corpus to see if the trends are robust. The problem with this approach is that it is computationally intractable, given the vast number of relationships that would have to be tested (a total of 2 15,696 ). It is possible to mitigate this challenge by vigorously pruning the corpus-that is, removing rare words, grammatical terms, overly common words, and so forth-but this may not be enough. The most productive route forward would be a random sampling of word pairs followed by expert semantic evaluation, a project that our research team is currently planning.
STUDY 2: APPLYING SEMANTIC BENCHMARKS TO XIN -BODY RELATIONS
In Study 2, we determined collocation measures and patterns for xin and other organs in the body in relationship to the three standard terms for "body" in classical Chinese (shen 身, ti 體, and xing 形). Unlike the semantic pairs above, we also gathered this data separately for three different genre groupings within our corpus: all texts, all texts except for medical texts, and medical texts alone. 8 Whatever early Chinese views about mind-body dualism are, we expected there might be a genre effect on the degree to which xin was portrayed as a physical organ in the body, with this being more likely in medical texts, given their technical nature and abundance of physiological terms.
Moreover, the frequency of certain organ terms-most notably, "vein/artery/ meridian/pulse" (mai 脈)-is much higher in medical texts than in the corpus as a whole, 9 which could skew the results.
The results of our analysis, broken down to isolate the potential effect of the medical text genre, are reported in Figure 1 below (see Appendix 5 for the same results in table form).
8 Medical texts contain a total of 3.94% of our corpus's 5.74 million characters.
9 Mai 脈 appears 2135 times in the four medical texts, but only 227 times anywhere else in the entire CTP corpus. It is immediately apparent that xin looks very different from the other organs. In both the combined corpus and the non-medical corpus, its t-score is almost double that of the next highest organ. The only place this is not true is in the medical texts, where the term mai 脈 takes xin's place as the odd-organ-out, having almost double the t-score of xin or stomach/belly (fu 腹). Typically translated as "vein, artery, meridian, pulse," mai is a central term in traditional Chinese medicine, referring to the channels through which vital energy (qi 氣) flows in the body.
Tunnelling back down in the actual passages behind these collocation results, we can see that, in the medical texts, mai 脈 often appears in conjunction with the body terms, sometimes in ways that suggest a complementary or contrastive relationship.
However, we may also be seeing the effect of the occasional occurrence of mai in the compound maixing 脈形, which refers to the "shape of the pulse" that is used to diagnose ailments. For example, in the Han medical text Treatise on Cold Injury (Shang Han Lun 傷寒論), a student asks, "When a person is sick from intense fear, how does their pulse present itself?" (maihezhuang 脈何狀). The teacher replies, "The shape of the pulse (maixing 脈形) is like following a thread as it winds around and around, and their face is white and devoid of color." 10 Xing 形 in this case has its basic meaning of "shape" rather than "body," so collocations between the terms in such cases would be a false signal.
Overall, we think the pair's observable collocation patterns are best attributed to the unique focus of this genre, which is to manipulate the channels of vital energy in a patient to restore them to health. It is worth noting that a special role for mai entirely disappears once the medical texts are excluded, and is greatly diminished in the overall corpus as a whole.
Turning back to xin, we can compare its pattern of collocation with body terms in the non-medical corpus, as opposed to the other organ terms, with our semantic benchmarking efforts in Study 1. As Figure 2 below indicates, the xin-body relationship looks more like a strong, well-defined semantic relationship than any of the other organbody collocations patterns, which look more like the generally semantically-related control pairs. The overall pattern gives the strong sense that xin and the body enjoy a special, specific semantic relationship, although all of the organ terms share the same broad semantic space with the body terms.
Of course, the particularly strong semantic relationship between xin and the body might be part-whole rather than contrastive, which could be seen as corroboration for the mind-body holist position. We think this a poor inference from our results for a variety of reasons. First of all, if the semantic relationship being picked up by the t-scores were of a part-whole nature, it would make sense for it to be shared by all of the organs equally,
which is not what we see. A basic tenet of the mind-body holist position is that the xin is merely one organ among the others. However we interpret the precise nature of the semantic link between xin and body, it is-in contrast to the holist prediction-clearly of a qualitatively different order than any other organ.
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11 The possibility that the xin-body relationship is one of part-whole is further weakened by a follow-up study we performed comparing xin to two other common organs, the eye and the ear, on a series of collocation measures: the body terms, an endemic function
In sum, the ability to identify precise semantic relationships in classical Chinese from patterns of collocation scores alone remains elusive, although a much larger-scale exploration of the corpus may bring progress on this front. What we believe we have been able to demonstrate here, though, is that specific and strong semantic relations yield higher t-scores than vague ones, and that xin, alone among the organs, is characterized by just such a collocation profile vis-a-vis the physical body terms. This is difficult to reconcile with the claim that xin is simply one organ among many, as the strong mindholist position would assert. Below we turn to other methods of automated textual analysis that strongly corroborate these results. Approaches such as hierarchical clustering are called "unsupervised" because they involve a type of machine learning in which algorithms explore a set of completely unlabelled or unclassified data and attempt to identify statistically-significant clusters based on a single, or small set, of parameters, such as corpus distance. The great advantage of unsupervised approaches is that they are as objective as one could desire.
Although various assumptions are built into the processing of the documentspecifically, the parameter or parameters selected, and the specifics of the algorithmthese can be easily varied and the resulting patterns compared. The running of the program involves no human input, and, in our case, was performed by a colleague with no knowledge of classical Chinese. This greatly reduces the potential for interpretative bias.
For Study 3, we began by producing a dendrogram representing relations between some of the control terms 13 from Study 1. 14 The results are striking. With only a few exceptions, 15 the tree relations are precisely what we expect given the well-understood semantic relations between these terms. For instance, the seasons cluster together, with the two classic opposites (summer and winter) sharing the most basic node, but then joining with spring the next node up, and finally yue 月, which refers to both the "moon"
and "month." 16 We also see most of the scalar opposites and complementary pairs (yinyang 陰陽, Heaven/earth tiandi 天地, king/minister wangchen 王臣, above/below shangxia 上下) clustering tightly together. A few surprising tight pairings (e.g., "east" dong 東 and "many" duo 多) or great divides (e.g., "eye" mu 目 and "see" jian 見) aside, our hierarchical clustering algorithm appears to give an accurate model of expected co-13 The hierarchical clustering algorithm was run before we had finalized the details of Study 1, and so the control terms differ somewhat from what we have reported above. Since the point is merely to validate the methodology's ability to identify semantically coherent clusters, we decided not to rerun the study, given the enormous time and computational power required. 14 The results are visualized in a dendrogram in Appendix 9 online. 15 For a discussion of the exceptions, see Appendix 8 online. 16 It should be noted that "autumn" was inadvertently dropped from the analysis.
The Distant Reading of Religious Texts occurrences within the early Chinese corpus, which, in turn, presents us with a coherent conceptual map of semantic relationships.
Having established a benchmark, let us now turn to the dendrogram representing our controversial terms of interest, namely, xin and the other organs in relation to the three primary body terms. This tree is represented in Figure 4 below: It is important to reiterate that the hierarchical clustering algorithm, which was run on the entire corpus, without stop words, reproduces almost exactly the word collocation results reported in Study 2 for the entire corpus (Table 3 and Figure 3 above).
The dendrogram in Figure 5 serves as a nearly perfect visual representation of our earlier t-score results relative to the body terms. There, the ear, eye, and mouth cluster closely together with t-scores in the neighborhood of 17, but are distinguished from xin with its tscore of 30. The "stomach/belly" (fu 腹) then appears at one remove with a t-score of 13, with all of the other organs representing a distinct, and internally tightly integrated, cluster with t-scores in the 5-7 range. The one exception is the mai 脈, which does appear as an outlier in the diagram vis-a-vis the "physiological" organs, but which we would expect, given its t-score of 18 above, to be joining the ear, ear, and mouth in the upper part of the figure. The difference here between the dendrogram and t-score results most likely reflects the fact that in the textual vector space of the corpus, mai 脈 is rarely encountered but densely-clustered where it does appear. It is highly represented in the corpus (2362 appearances), but these are almost all concentrated in a small number of medical texts (2135 appearances). One methodologically significant conclusion that we can draw from the contrast between the t-score and hierarchical clustering results in this particular case is that hierarchical clustering seems to do a better job of putting words in their proper place, as it were. T-scores alone fail to communicate the sometimes extremely lumpy distribution of certain key terms, and may, therefore, distort their relation to other terms of interest. Another equally important conclusion, however, is that the overall tight fit between the hierarchical clustering results and the t-score results should increase our confidence in t-scores as a reliable measure of collocation, at least in this classical Chinese corpus.
Our hierarchical clustering algorithm, and the dendrogram it produced, represents patterns of geometrical distances between terms within the Chinese Text Project's early Chinese corpus. Alternative semantic interpretations of this data are possible, but frankly difficult for us to imagine. Study 3's results appear to represent a confirmation of the special status of xin, its unique relationship to the body, and its special connection to perception and communication. In other words, like our earlier studies, Study 3 strongly confirms the view that, at least in terms of implicit, background assumptions, the authors of this corpus of early Chinese texts were mind-body dualists.
STUDY 4: TOPIC MODELING
Topic modeling is another unsupervised method that uses a complex form of statistics-Bayesian probability-to discern latent patterns of regularly co-occurring terms in a textual corpus. 17 These patterns are called "topics." Topic modeling begins with the assumption that the surface structure of the texts in a given corpus can be viewed 17 The most commonly-used method for topic modeling in the humanities (and the method that we employed) is called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). A reasonably non-technical introduction to LDA from one of its creators, David Blei, can be found in (Blei 2012) ; perhaps more useful for most humanists is (Brett 2012 ) and a blog post by one of the pioneers in digital humanities, Ted Underwood (https://tedunderwood.com/2012/04/07/topic-modeling-made-just-simple-enough/). Helpful special journal issues include Volume 2, Number 1 (Winter 2012) of the Journal of Digital Humanities, which includes some application pieces in addition to Brett 2012 and Blei 2012 . Also see the contributions to the special issue of Poetics 41.6 (December 2013), especially the introduction to topic modeling by (Mohr and Bogdanov 2013) .
as the product of latent, or hidden, themes, and its task is identifying these themes (topics), as well as identifying the individual words that belong to these topics. Each topic thus produced consists of a list of words ordered by "weight" in the topic, with words at the top of the list contributing more to the formation of the topic than words lower on the list.
The use of topic modeling in the humanities is still in its infancy, and to date has been used primarily in literary studies and political science. 18 Within religious studies, a related analytic technique, principal component analysis (PCA), was used by a group of scholars in Taiwan to resolve a controversy concerning the authorship of various translations of Indian Buddhist texts into Chinese (Hung, Bingenheimer, and Wiles 2010) . Topic modeling has also been applied to classical Chinese corpora to extract topics related to positive and negative emotions in Tang poetry (Hou and Frank 2015) .
With regard to the CTP corpus, some of our team has also been experimenting with using topic modeling to explore dating and authenticity controversies surrounding early
Chinese texts, such as the Shu Jing or Zhuangzi (Nichols et al. Under Submission) .
In a 100-topic model of the CTP corpus that we created, xin appears in 6 of the topics, and is the primary component of one the "heaviest loading," or most common, topic, in the entire corpus, Topic #97. The three conceptual topics 19 in which xin appears, in order of their overall weight in the corpus, and with the top 10 loading words (ranked by importance), are listed below in Table 2. 18 See, for instance, an analysis of a Texas newspaper article archive (Torjet and Christensen 2012) of an 18th-century midwife's diary.
(http://www.cameronblevins.org/posts/topic-modeling-martha-ballards-diary/), and literary themes in 19 th century literature (Jockers and Mimno 2013b) . Topic modeling has also been used as a more effective method than simple keyword searches for turning up themes of interest in massive, relatively unknown corpora (Tangherlini and Leonard 2013) . 19 The other three topics in which xin appears are "stylistic" topics, unique clusters of specialized terminology or grammatical particles that are distinctive to a particular text. They are described and discussed in Appendix 10.1 online. Topic #97 is the most important for xin, since it is the second most heavily weighted in the entire corpus and xin constitutes its most important term. We have characterized Topic #97 as "Cognition/Perception/Cosmic Fortune," since the most heavily weighted words in the topic are the first three: xin, jian 見 ("to see/perceive"), and ming 明 ("bright, intelligent, clear"). 20 The main focus of the topic seems to be cognition and perception, with-significantly-no mention of emotion. We should also 20 Word clouds visualizing the relative weights or contributions of each term to the topic in an intuitive manner are available in Appendix 10.2 online.
note that no other organs are mentioned, not even the ones most closely associated with perception, such as the eye (mu 目) or ear (er 耳). The secondary references to according or harmonizing with things (he 合), missing an opportunity or making a mistake (shi 失), peace (ping 平), good fortune (fu 福), and intention (yi 意), all suggest a connection with planning or navigating the world, whereas the mention of spirits (shen 神) and yin-yang (yinyang 陰陽) 21 suggests that cosmic forces are some of the variables to be considered.
In any case, the most important topic in which xin forms a major component seems to reflect a worldview that sees it as the sole seat of perception, cognition, planning, and personal responsibility, which in turn fits with a mind-body dualist account.
Interestingly, the second most important topic for xin, Topic #10, also seems to center on similar themes. We have termed this "Temporal Cognition and Planning." The topic is heavily dominated by "now/today" (jin 今), followed by xin, "after/future" (hou 後), "strength/effort" (li 力), and "worry/concern" (you 憂). Like Topic #97, the focus seems to be on xin's role in thinking about the future, planning, and exerting effort. A commonly used interrogative (qi 豈) and mention of "sincerity" (cheng 誠) suggests interior thought and resolve, whereas "death" (si 死) hints at potential dire consequences. 22 "Morning" (chao 朝; also "court," as in royal court) adds to the sense of cognition stretched over time. It is worth noting that both #97 and #10 are distributed quite widely across the corpus.
Xin plays a relatively minor role in Topic #33, appearing ninth and having a weight of only 0.017, as opposed to .052 for the first term, "person/human" (ren 人). To the extent that it is conceptually coherent, this topic seems to concern humans, Heaven, 21 Although yang 陽 appears in the top ten characters, yin 陰 is not far behind at fourteenth place. 22 "Crime/guilt" (zui 罪) also appears thirteenth in the topic.
and political order, with knowledge (zhi 知) also playing a role. This topic also serves to underscore xin's primarily cognitive nature.
Perhaps the most salient result of our topic modeling study is that, in the nonmedical corpus, xin is the only bodily organ 23 to appear among the most important characters in any of our 100 topic models. In other words, it is the only organ conceptually, or stylistically, salient enough to appear in distinctive thematic clusters.
This is yet another example of the qualitative uniqueness of xin, and further evidence against the accuracy of strong mind-body holist claims about early China.
CONCLUSION
Despite some minor methodological concerns-which we report, warts and all, in the interest of methodological transparency-our results are quite robust, especially because they come to similar conclusions by means of very different methodologies.
Whether we are looking at word collocation measures, hierarchical cluster analyses, or topic models, xin stands out as entirely, qualitatively unique among the organs. The locus of the most important of human capacities-thought, planning, and decision-making-it shows a distinctive and highly-salient relationship to the physical body, one that makes little sense unless the authors of the texts in which xin appears were operating against a background assumption of at least "weak"-even possibly subconscious-mind-body dualism. 23 The only other organ that appears in any of our 100 topics is mai 脈, which shows up, as one might expect, in two wonderfully coherent "Traditional Chinese Medicine" topics (#73 and #84), that consist almost entirely of technical, medical terminology and load almost exclusively in the medical text portion of the corpus. See Appendix 10.3 online for a discussion of mai, as well as Appendix 10.4 online for mention of an apparent organ term appearing in a minor topic that turned out to be a graphic variant of a semantically unrelated term.
Our results clearly contradict the position, held by scholars such as Jane Geaney (2002), that the heart-mind is simply one organ among many in the body with its own particular functions, but not otherwise distinctive. They also undermine similar holist positions, such as that advanced by A.C. Graham with regard to pre-Buddhist Chinese thought (Graham 1989, 25) , 24 that acknowledges a special role for xin, but no special ontological status-that is, that xin is first among equally physical organs in a materialistic, monist universe. If the heart-mind were not conceived of, at least implicitly, as metaphysically distinct in some sense from the other organs, why would it be disproportionally collocating with the body terms? If it were merely more important, it might appear in the texts more frequently than the other terms, but should not (correcting for overall frequency, as our method does) vary from the other organs in terms of its collocations with body terms.
Moreover, linking the results reported here into the broader literature of the topic of mind and body in early China (e.g., Goldin 2003 Goldin , 2015 Slingerland 2013) , it is clear that the xin, uniquely among the organs, is associated with terms such as shen 神 ("spirit"), and that the dead or non-human supernatural spirits are often portrayed as enjoying the possession of a xin, as well as the functions that go along with xin, in a way that would seem bizarre when it comes to other organs in the body, such as the intestines or the lung. An early Chinese reader, no less than a contemporary reader of an English translation, glides smoothly over references to ancestors, spirits, or gods knowing things about the world, or becoming angry, but would be stopped in his or her tracks by a spirit troubled by shortness of breath or bowel problems. This converges with contemporary experimental research on people's intuitions about what functions of the self survive the death of the physical body (Cohen et al. 2011) , and points to what we see as the final nail in the coffin of any strong mind-body holist position: the fact that human beings seem to 24 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pointing out that we need to respond to this alternative position. be intuitive, "weak" mind-body dualists, perceiving minds as somehow distinct from, and independent of, the physical bodies that house them (Bloom 2004); Slingerland 2013 ).
Finally, we would like to end with a brief discussion of broader methodological concerns relevant to the present study. There are no doubt those among our colleagues in religious studies who view talk of collocation measures, KWIC windows, and hierarchical clustering algorithms as a sinister encroachment of the sciences upon the humanities, and further evidence that the twilight of the humanities is truly upon us. Even some early practitioners and advocates of digital humanities have, more recently, begun portraying the movement as part of a "neoliberal" conspiracy to undermine the core mission of the university and transform humanistic scholars into disposal tech flunkies (Allington, Brouillette, and Golumbia 2016) . We believe, on the contrary, that the judicious adoption of digital humanities techniques is simply a way for humanities scholars to employ the best techniques and theories available to answer questions that matter to them. "Distant" reading, employed as a supplement to qualitative analysis, can help us to situate our close reading, give us new perspectives on our corpora, and, perhaps, decisively tip the balance of evidence in hermeneutic disputes.
Back in the 1960s, the linguist Margaret Masterman described the potential for computers to analyze texts from a new perspective as a "telescope of the mind," a powerful new tool whose true potential had yet to be scratched (Masterman 1962, 38) .Over fifty years later, this potential remains underexploited, despite major gaps in our analytic ability that computer-assisted analysis can help to fill. In the field of religious studies, as well as in the humanities more generally, there is, in our opinion, a need for new methods for settling hermeneutic disputes, or at least for narrowing the scope of reasonable views. For instance, in a well-known work on early Chinese thought, David
Hall and Roger Ames argue that their claims about broad "cultural determinants" in early China-for instance, strong mind-body holism-should not be subject to what they call "the Fallacy of the Counterexample" (Hall and Ames 1995, xv) . That is, legitimate generalizations about trends in the corpus of early Chinese texts cannot be invalidated by isolated, unrepresentative counterexamples, and we should not allow ourselves to "become lost in the details" (xv) to the point where we lose sight of general trends. The problem is that they present no clear criteria for determining what constitutes a genuine trend and what counts as an irrelevant counterexample. We argue that the sort of largescale textual analysis techniques described here could be useful in this regard. They give us a way to pan out from the intricacies of individual passages and texts to gain a panoramic view of an entire corpus. Perhaps more importantly, they also allow us to support our generalizations about a given corpus with relatively objective evidence rather than mere assertion or argument from authority.
25
In the 1970s and 80s, John B. Smith created one of the first tools for conducting such analyses, the Archive Retrieval and Analysis System (ARRAS), that originally ran on a mainframe computer accessed via remote terminal. Although Smith was a computer scientist, he was profoundly sensitive to the humanistic enterprise and saw his platform as a tool to help humanities scholars do their work better, not as a replacement for humanistic expertise. "Humanists have always been explorers," he wrote. "They sail not the seas of water but on seas of color, sound, and, most especially, words" (Smith 1984, 20) . To extend Smith's analogy, contemporary sailors still rely on such venerable tools as the compass and anemometer, and base the bulk of their decision-making on their qualitative feel for the ocean, wind, waves, and ship. Nevertheless, no one seriously concerned with sailing effectively, especially on a long journey or far from shore, would turn up their nose at GPS, radar, or satellite-based weather forecasting. 25 Note the comment by Rockwell and Sinclair that literary scholars frequently employ "semi-quantitative words" such as "more" or "less" in their arguments, as in "There is a lot more discussion in Frankenstein about technology than other novels." "Whether or not [claims like this] are right," they observe, "we are making a claim that can be investigated by using quantitative tools to count words. That is why we should be beware of hard distinctions such as that between hermeneutical and quantitative methods" (Rockwell and Sinclair 2016, 41) .
We feel the analogy is apt for humanities scholars. Computer-assisted textual interpretation can help us to gain our bearings as we travel through massive textual corpora, allow us to evaluate our qualitative intuitions in light of quantitative data, reveal hidden "topics" or themes invisible to individual human readers, and help us to more rigorously distinguish between unrepresentative counterexamples and instances of broader trends. Like GPS or a marine weather forecast, they can be misused, especially if they allow unqualified novices to set out to sea under the illusion that they know what they are doing, with possibly disastrous consequences. Knowledgeable experts are required to evaluate whether or not the new tools are useful in a given context, or to answer a particular question. They are also needed to determine when the results of content-blind algorithms or abstract statistical measures are best ignored because of the complexity or make-up of the material to be analyzed. In the right hands, however, new tools-whether navigational or scholarly-are unqualified gifts. Besides the light that our studies have shed on debates concerning mind-body dualism in early China, we hope that we have succeeded in showing the potential for large-scale analytic techniques to augment our ability to understand and map meanings in religious or philosophical textual corpora, and to weigh in decisively on otherwise intractable scholarly debates.
